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22.4.07 2x2Relay Blackborough 5T102083 Roger Craddock
See flier 01823 323850

20.5 .07 Forest League 6 Ramscombe ST I 663 7S Richard Sansbury
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Ted intends to stage two summer score events in June and July.
Look out for details on the website and in the next Quonicle
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Quonicle

Editorial
Firstly an apology to those who file their Quonicles in numerical order.
I seemed to have slipped in a couple of phantoms. We do not seem to

havehadissues 109 and 110. Sorry!

Life has been quite hectic in the Crockett lrouso ol'latc. 'l'ho addition of
a conservatory necessitated a trip to IKIIA to lirrnislr it. Not only did
this entail navigating through Bristol, bLrt thcn navigating through a

huge store which itself is designed as a olrc wity system. And the item
we finally wanted was near the entraucc! lt was a navigational
nightmare and at half term. Not reconrnrencled for the faint hearted. All
I need now is the time to relax and enjoy rt. Margaret says "Poor you"
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Ouantock Orienteers Committee
Fixfures are very strange this year. We had three galoppens on

consecutive weekends and now it seems to be nothing but Badge (sorry

Regional) and National events. It is good to go to Army events mid week
and have arather more relaxing time, although the competition is fierce
between the civilian element who turn up regularly.

The JK is nearly with us. I have had some glorious days in the forest
checking control sites and courses. There is a lot of evidence of wind
damage, but without the large areas of windblown that have normally
followed the gales in recent years. It is still a lovely forest with many
challenges.

Just recently the balance of material in Quonicle has been biased towards
business matters but I think that this time it will be rather more towards
events although I must confess that some of the reports are rather dated.

Enjoy what you read and then perhaps put pen to paper or fingers to keys

and produce something for the next issue. All contributions gratefully
received.

Chairman's Chat

My apologies for not producing a Chaiman's Chat in the last issue of
Quonicle - I had intended to sign in from Australia and I was reminded

by the Editor, but relations (and the Ashes Cricket) got in the way and I
missed the deadline.

We will all be saddened by the news of the death of Mike Nelson, and I
have written to Mary and her family on the Club's behalf. Mike was a
wonderful, generous man whose time and dedication given to orienteers,

especially children, has been an example to us all.

Congratulations to the Vince's for putting on a successful Christmas
event and to the QOFL organisers for the two events since then. The
time is approaching when we need to re-assess the Sat/Sun QOFL debate

for next season. If you would like to have your views heard, e-mail
Richard Sansbury (richard.sansbury@btinternet.com) before our next
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meeting on 3'dApril. The team to which I am attached was helping
with today's event at Neroche and our thanks are due to Jeff Pakes

who has 'dipped a toe' into the organisational role and produced a

successful event with Planner Jim and Controllers Sue and Ted.

I am looking forward to the Compass Sport Cup First Round next
weekend when Brian Pearson has almost 40 of us signed up to
represent the Club. He is recruiting for various swnmer relays. Our
2x2 relays at Blackborough promise to be an interesting format. You
may be aware that this is the replacement event for the Regional event
we offered SWOA, who declined the use of our Joe Lee system,

despite the Committee's attempt to reverse their decision.
Unfortunately a fallout of this decision has been the resignation of our
Secretary, Christine, who felt she no longer had the confidence of the
Committee. We will miss her input to our discussions and her concise
recording of our deliberations. Ted Heath has kindly agreed to be

acting Secretary until the next AGM.

You may have been approached by Lennox Heath with a questionnaire
about possible input to the running of Club events. She kindly offered
to research the pool of available volunteers within the Club and has

been encouraged by the positive response from most members. The
Committee will analyse the results at our next meeting and we will
come back to you for further consultation in the sufilmer.

Congratulations to Mike Crockett on achieving British Night
Champion status. He is controller for Day 2 and IOF controller for
both individual days at this year's JK. Incidently, QO have offered to
organise, plan, and staff the String Courses on the two individual days.
If there arc any QO members who could help, espeeially if they are

strong enough to put out (or collect in) the string Ibr these courses,
Judy and I would be grateful for their help.

I have 4 of the 'go faster' and 8 of the 'standard' QO 'O'tops left,
These will be the last of the subsidised offers. Ring me on 01823

323850 if you want one reserved.
Roger Craddock
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Letters to the Editor
DearMike
I write to explain to QO club members why their Club Secretary has found it
necessa.ry to resign mid-term. At the last QO committee meeting, I presented a

report to the committee concerning the decision by SWOA (South West
Orienteering Association) to refuse approval of the Joe Lee EPS (electronic
punching system) for use at a Regional event. This report detailed some of the
reasons that the SWOA committee gave for refusing approval at their meeting
on 12 July 2006; not all of this information had appeared in previous minutes.
The Chairman proposed that this report should not appear as part of the minutes
on the club website. All the committee members present voted in favour (apart

from myself as Secretary).

I considered that the Chairman and committee showed a grave lack of probity
in affempting to keep information from club members and, as a result, on 10

February I wrote to the Chairmanand resigned with immediate effect.

Club members may be interested to read the latest minutes of the SWOA
committee (which are on the SWOA website), because the matter of the refusal

to approve the Joe Lee EPS was raised again at their last meeting and minuted
in considerable detail.

Christine Vince
Dear Mike,

On the appointment of Grade 1 controllers:

Ted Heath, in his article in the January QuOnicle (The Casefor Regional
Events - Really? - an observation on Arthur's letter in the last QuOnicle), gave

incorrect information about the appointment of Grade 1 controllers. These are

the officials responsible for ensuring that Level 1 and2 events such as the
British Championships, the JK competition, and National events are planned
and organised fairly and according to flre BOF Rules and Guidelines. Whereas
Grade 3 and2 controllers are appointed by the SWOA committee upon the
recommendation of their club, provided that they have the necessary

experience, prospective Grade I controllers must have their application
recommended by the SWOA committee, then have their appointrnent approved
by the British Orienteering Rules Group.
The Grade 1 controllers in QO are Mike Crockett and myself.

Arthur Vince SWOA Secretary and Recorder of Controllers
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News of People

Mike Nelson
It is with sadness that we announce the death on Saturday 1Oth March
of Mike Nelson of BOK. Mike was for a number of years the Ultrasport
Rep. for the South West. He was a good friend of QO andapersonal
friend to many of the older members of QO and indeed orienteers
everywhere.

Congratulations to Zoe Round who has been selected as travelling
reserye for the English Team for the Interland Trophy event in Belgium
this weekend. Unfortunately this success does mean that she is not
available to compete in the Compass Sport Trophy.

Welcome to new member Joanne Miller of Nottingham. Joanne is
fiancee of Quantock Member Ian Williams. Belated Congratulations to
them on their engagement.

Welcome back to Tim Wood who has rejoined us after a couple of
years with Bristol OK. Tim is a former secretary/treasurer of QO.

I had a call from Bar:y Pottage a short while ago. He wished to be

remembered to all his friends at QO.

Club News

Summarv of the Committee Meetins on Tuesdav 23.1.07

Apologies were received from Brian Pearson. Ted Heath was invited to
attend for part of the meeting.

Correspondence. Bob Lloyds e-mail protocol seems to be working well.
He reported the gratitude of Hugh Walmington for the club's donation
to the Cothelstone Church restoration firnd. The SWOA letter with
respect to the rejection of the use of the Joe Lee system at level 3 events

was discussed. Their Committee had agreed to hear the views of Ted
Heath provided they were endorsed by the QO Committee. Christine
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Vince had researched and documented a brief for the Committee and
Ted was provided with a copy. The Committee agreed unanimously that
Ted should represent the Club at the SWOA meeting and present his
case for the reconsideration of their decision. It was also decided by a
majority that this brief should remain with the minutes of the meeting
but not be displayed on the club website.

Finances. These were in ahealt$ position with queries answered by the
treasurer about past expenses. It was suggested that costs incurred for
distribution of Quonicle/Sins be listed separately for next AGM.
Perhaps the time is approaching for an electronic version of Quonicle to
be made accessible. A proposal that income should be set aside for
purchasing a new EPS or OCAD program was discussed.

C1ubmark. Little progress to report apart from the work being done by
Brian Fletcher to provide opportunities for Juniors by developing links
with County Sports Partnerships. Brian Pearson (as Club Captain) had
taken steps to stimulate a Club participation in Relay teams, and the
Committee agreed to subsidize entries to these.

Fixtures. The QOFL fixtures were progressing, and, thanks to Lennox
Heath's initiative, a number of volunteers had been found in all aspects
of the Club's activities. Unfortunately, Bob Lloyd felt he had to stand
down as a QOFL team leader, andthe Chairman expressed the thanks of
the Club and the Committee for his marty years work in this area. He
has agreed to remain as our Permissions Officer, Plans for the novelty
2x2 relay were well advanced.

Mapping. Staple Hill forestry work is unpredictable, but the Vivary Park
Permanent course seems to be well used. Fyne Court is being mapped
by Dave Holmes using OCAD and is sponsored by the National Trust
and Somerset Wildlife Trust. Roger and Judy Craddock are running 2
'Funday' string courses there this summer as well as the JK string
courses for the two individual days in the Forest of Dean. Bill Vigar has
of[ered to help with surveying areas for members who may be interested
in mapping with OCAD.
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Membership Report. Mike Crockett had reported 14 National BOF, 15

local BOF, 4 junior BOF, and 3 QO only members so far.

Club Equipment. Most of the pre-ordered 'O' tops have been taken,

and Roger still has plenty in most sizes and in both styles. The Club
equipment and electronic controls have now been distributed rationally
between David Holmes and Bill Vigar, with the Craddocks taking
responsibility for drying the Tent and Banners. Bill is gradually
replacing the Joe Lee stakes with a more robust style, and he has

provided a guide for running the system on the day.

The next meeting will be held on Tuesday, 3'd April at 67 Staplegrove

Road, Taunton starting at7.l5 pm.
Roger Craddock

News from British Orienteering

The New Orienteering Focus Magazine arrived this week. It is sent to
all National BOF members. This edition includes an artlcle about map

printing which answers Norman's question in his report (See page 10)

The Rules and Guidelines for 2007 have been updated and are now
available on the British Orienteering website.

I understand that an improved British Orienteering website will soon be

available.

Events
Devon Galoppen Brian Pearson

Buller's Hill at Haldon Forest Park was the venue for Devon
Orienteering Club's gallopen. For those that don't know the area, it is
3500 acres of woods with25 miles of waymarked trails for cycling,
walking and horse riding. Situated south west of and close to Exeter it
is an easily accessible playgroturd for the city dwellers.
We nearly didn't get there at all,I checked the location of the event on

the new website page accessed through the BOF website. Tap in your
post code and search radius and all the fixtures are displayed on amapl
satellite image and the event was flagged up to be somewhere in
deepest Dorset.
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A week before Jim, Graharn and I were actually in Haldon Forest park
running around a mountain bike trail with my kids Ellie and Matt, who
were cycling. It was wet and windy and we were seeking refuge by the
facilities when Jim spotted a flyer flapping about advertising the
gallopen. Talk about lucky, apparently the grid reference was advertised

as SY instead of SX on the website and SINS. The error was noticed and

mentioned on the Devon OC website.
So we were all back down there a week later joined by wife Nikki. The

weather was if anything colder, with added mist and nearly as wet
however only Matt was deterred from doing a course. Our logistics left a
lot to be desired, we arrived half way through the generous 3 hour time
slot for starts. There was no White course available due to the amount of
paths so this was an opportunity for Eleanor to try her first Yellow.
Graham (and Matt) shadowed her and they completed the course in 49

mins, this did involve piggy backs though to get Matt around. The
Yellow looked quite labyrinthine and interesting, Graham assisted

Eleanor on a few controls and she came back happy.

Nikki had a good nrn on Orange for six out the eight controls. However
she incurred heavy time losses on the other two amounting to 20 minutes.
Relocation techniques to be worked on here! Some of the Orange ruillers
found a diffrcult Brown control 59 before their No 7 (64), probably
confrrsed by deer tracks which would not have been mapped.

By the time the fust 'shift' got back to the cars the final start time had

already elapsed, so Graham and Jim were unable to start, however the
organiser was again generous in giving them a refund.

In the meantime oblivious to all this, I set off on the Brown course. My
first impression was about the map. It was printed on some paper-like
waterproof material which was excellent in coping with the rain and mud.
It meant I didn't have to use a case which was going to help pick out
detail with the magnifier I have to use these days.

The course was interesting throughout, each leg seemed to offer a route

choice or a straight line requiring good navigation. Sometimes I was glad

when I went straight, other times I wished I ran around the tracks. My
best controls split-wise were on long legs taken by indirect tracks.
However I paid for my exertions by slipping on the following controls.
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This happened a couple of times to serve as a reminder to spare some
oxygen for the brain.

I particularly enjoyed the legs that took me into the deep, dark woods. I
felt areal sense of adventure doing this course. My run was by no means
accarate from start to finish with losses on five controls ranging from I
to 2 minutes but it didn't seem to matter. It was wild and good fun.

NGOC Galoppen Mallards Pike Norman Harvey

The events that I normally attend are all the club events such as the Forest
League and Club Championships and I do the Orange Course.

This season for a change I thought that I would take part in the Galoppen series
of events. It has been a pleasure to see different parts of the beautiful West
Country but you do learn that Orienteering Land consists of hills and forests,
more hills, and yet more hills. All events successfully completed so far but with
2 awful errors including turning the map by 180 degrees. I believe Declan had
the same problem on the same event.

This Galoppen was in typical Forest of Dean forest with a good pattern of
tracks through the trees. The event notes advised us that we could encounter
quite large unmapped ditches between controls, and a week before the event the
three main streams were in spate, which could affect some route choice. There
was an even worse extahazard and I quote "Competitors on Green, Brown and
Blue may get wet feet". The Orange course was 3.4km, with a 65m climb and
l2 controls. All these three figures were more than for Light Green. On the day
the ground was very muddy and greasy, but had dried and overall was quite
reasonable. Signing, Parking and Registration were all well organised. The long
walk to the start was a chance to ease muscles and joints after the long drive.
The start was on the side of a wide ride and being,on Orange- it was get there
and start straight away. I state the obvious comment that Orange is not difficult
and is probably described as "Mainly tracks with some navigation". This
reflected the course. The first control was straight down the ride from the start
and to the left side in a ditch. A shaight route that was a running distance. The
second control was only a short distanoe away on the edge of a clearing but
placed low so thatithad to be found. The 3rd control was about 600 metres
away and it was common sense to use the tracks rather than go through the
trees. After reaching a brow the tracks were downhill with a good running
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surface. There were two good features neat the control from which to go off
the track to find the control on an earth wall. The route to Control 4 had a

choice. Go back to the main track and in later on to a path, or keep going
forward along a low earth wall to join the same path earlier. So putting my
faith in my new Silva compass without a bubble I navigated to join the path,

successfully, and then almost slid down to the control on another earth wall.
Control 5 was reached by following the path and back onto the main track, and

perhaps too close to the track to be difficult. The same could be said for
Control 6 as it was literally along the main track to the nextjunction. But, the
route to Control 7 gave a choice. Follow the main tracks or cut the right angle

and take the shorter distance through runnable forest. So with my trusty new
Silva compass without a bubble a successful short route was completed.
However the control appeared to be in the second ditch in from the track along
a vegetation boundary. I usually have problems with vegetation boundaries
(can't see the wood for the trees), but this one seemed rnore distinct than others.

The problem this time was the unmapped ditches, however the control was
found.

To get to Control 8 was a sirnilar choice, the long route around the tracks, or
the shorter route through the trees. The shorter route was not difficult and the
control was found A partial track and compass bearings helped to get to
Control 9. This was sited in the middle of a partial island inside an ox bow
bend in a stream (I think that is the geographical tenn Roger). The stream bed

was quite deep, and wide, and probably wider than jumping ability. With no
obvious crossing that I could see, I came across atreethat had fallen
conveniently across the banks. So in true Indiana Jones style I scrambled
across the trunk, only to find that it was so rotten that immediately after I had
both feet on the other side it crumbled into the stream. The Control was found,
and then I saw the bridge 20 yards away. Contool 10 was about 500 metres
uphill along the main track, which enabled a reasonable pace to be maintained.
Having made two mistakes in the previous two Galoppens, here was the third
about to happen. A quick glance at the map had me running in the direction of
what I read as Control I 1. Thankfully I stopped and checked to realise that I
was moving towards Control I which was in that magical 180 degrees opposite
direction. Mistake corrected, it was a shuggle along one of the muddiest and

wettest paths to come off the path to find the Control amongst the trees.

There was a similar slippery path to get to Control 12. The key features here

were another vegetation boundary and a gate from which to go into the trees to
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find the control in a ditch. But there was more than one unmapped ditch and

the control was low down. With the control found it was back to slipping and

sliding to successfully get to the Finish.

An enjoyable course despite the ground conditions after the very wet weather.
I arn not a natural runner, and I have a suspect knee, but this was a reasonable

running course which although being longer I was able to complete in one of
my better times - probably helped by the lack of too greata climb. No doubt
some of the Committee will read this report so can I please make a request. I
am slightly colour blind, with difficult close together colours being red,
brown, green and the various shades. The map for a previous Galoppen in the
Forest had a lot of dark gfeen areas and it was difficult for me to find red
numbers and controls, and this map was not easy. Can a recommendation be

made that the red is more definite or purple is used for numbers and controls.

Ed- The IOF maapping specification for ovelprinting states that it shall
be PMS Purple. The colour does vary considerably. The national event

maps we used on Sunday appeared to be very red on the mapped areas

but had a purple hue in isolation.

Only two top 10 results for QO

Green course Declan Gray 2nd and John Round 7th.

Croydon Hill - Sun 28 Jan2007 Mark Larcombe

Having recently applied for the Blue Badge, I felt duty bound to

achieve the Blue standard on the Sunday at Croydon Hill. I had

previously managed to achieve it 3 times before at QOFL events during
the last 12 months.

A still grey, and dry Sunday moming and a pleasant drive from Yeovil
to the little car parkatthe top of the hill in amongst the trees. There was

a relaxed and peacefrrl atmosphere and I took my time to register and

get ready. Croydon Hill is a great area for orienteering with physical

challenges in particular. Steep sided wooded valleys and open

windswept hilltops. I was last there for the Long-O, and have been

many times before.

t2

My run started very well boosting confidence for a reasonable time.
Controls 1 to 6 came without trouble providing ample route choice and
significant climb. Maybe I was just being lucky. Number 7 involved
some con-firsion and fight as I ascended towards the smaller round
feature on the hill top. Controls 8 to 15 either came without problems
or with just small amounts of time lost, and I passed a few people on
the way. At this point I was fully immersed in the run greatly

appreciating the course with its excellent planning. Getting my
exercise and feeling quite happy. Unfortunately my run started to fall
apart from thereon as I struggled to find Control 16 near the marshy
stream. I was looking too far up the hillside from the stream but did
eventually manage to see it with more than 9 minutes taken. Not put
off, I was still heading for a reasonable time, and so I continued to
control 17 (an easy one). After more than 16 minutes, and3 compass

settings from 2 path junctions, I stumbled across it in what was surely
the wrong thicket. I had blown it. I was now unlikely to have achieved
the Blue standard, but I continued and in robotic mode, lost further
time getting to the finish. Control 18 was not a problem, but I went the
wrong way after to the finish. Feeling slightly cheesed off at the end, I
did not bother to look at the results. I did however greatly appreciate

running the interesting well planned course, and I look forward to next
time.

The British Night Championships 10th February 2007 mjc

The long trip to Sheringham in Norfolk was well worth the effort in
terms of results and also because of the interesting if somewhat
controversial, weekend's orienteering.

The area was generally spur/valley terrain with rnixed woodland.
Some open fields and rough felled areas were also included in this
National Trust parkland. Times were generally fast but relocation was
diffrcult with many re-entrants appearing similar by torch light. The
vegetation didn't appear to help either, but more of that later.
As usual there was a relatively poor tum out for the event which is
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probably understandable considering its location. The organisation was

friendly and quite minimal with about 6 people apparently running the
whole show. Unforlunately the thermal printer broke down partway
through the evening (even SI has its problems) and so results were a

little spasmodic but everyone coped and was very cheerful. And the
prize giving was on time in spite of the problems.

Margaret was the winner of W60 short and I won the M70L or shall we
say that the other competitors lost it. Ihadapoor nrn and was very
surprised to hear my name announced as the winner, and could only
assume that the other two entrants had not turned up. But they had and

were even slower than me.

The followingday those of us who stayed-over enjoyed another,
although rather wet, run on the same area with different planner and
controller and surprise, surprise a different map. Vegetation, paths/

tracks had changed and a fence added and even some contours including
some with controls that were used on both days had changed. The whole
affair is well documented on the Nope Sport website. I can't say that I
was very inconvenienced by the differences except perhaps I might have

searched more diligently had I known thatathin yellow ride I hoped to
find was infact a good path.

In spite of all this everyone was saying how much they enjoyed the
weekend.

Thank you Norfolk

Snippets

I

Did anyone see John Tumer's article in The Western Daily Press on
25thJarrrary? Entitled the "Lure of Lycra and the great outdoors", it
describes JTs Sunday morning stroll in the Forest of Dean and meeting
some strangely clad people. I must admit that on reading his comments
my estimation of JT has gone up considerably.

t4

Brian Fletcher has been doing a tremendous amount of work with the
schools in the Yeovil arcaand one result from his initiatives is the
event for which I reproduce the poster opposite.

Hrrnn Hill l{olidq,/ Activif ie$ UB
CwDrrlH

ffiffiffiffiNffiffiffiffiNffimP
Corne ond novigote your woy oround the humps

ond burnps of Hom Hill! Use d mop to f ind the
rnony hidden morkers on o

new tennporqry course oround fhe voried
londscope of the Country Pork

Course suitoble for qll - f,rom begimnens to intennediates, ond for ail ages

Corme ond register, coilect o mop ond receive imstnrctions from l'hrn |'lill sloff
omd on onienteering prcfessionol ony time belween l0om omd lZpm on

@

ffi@
Meet ot the l'{onr Hill Centre (follow the gneen signs on the hil!)

Orientoering pocks cost €1. or €5 for o group of lO

Tf you worrld lile moro infonmution pleose rirg the Hom Hill Cen'tre on O1935 823617
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